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About Course 
DOCUMENTATION OF VISUAL CULTURE

1

Graphic Design | B.Des Semester V
course category: Research Work (RW)
week units: 3.0
credits: 6.0

RELEVANCE
 
This course is important in the context 
of changing societal and technological 
scenario.  Visual approach in everyday 
life is changing rapidly. Documenting 
experience of visual media in a hybrid 
of texts, images, and sounds would of-
fer students to build various perspec-
tives of the visual culture.

OBJECTIVES

•    To provide understanding of visual 
      sensibility in connection to several 
      aspects - personal, national, ethnic.

•    To provide understanding of 
      strategic analysis on cultural visual 
      forms.

•     To understand the Rhetoric of the 
       Image.

•    To understand comparison with 
      popular visual culture for attention 
      and traditional Visual cultures. 

•    To understand the image making 
      in context of everyday life 
      experiences.

CONTENTS

•    Documenting the visual culture in 
      the context considering People, 
      Environment, Geographical 
      Location, tools and skills used 
      for producing the visual material.

•    Documenting the connection with 
      larger communication goals 
      identifying sources from everyday 
      life, Cinema, Calendar, Persuasive 
      Communication, Traditional Visual 
      Influences, Religious Influences, 
      and Mythological Symbol, etc.



ASSESSMENTS & EVALUATIONS PROCESS
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Teaching Methodology
RESEARCH-ORIENTED DESIGN LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Visual 
Culture

India is a cutural melting pot of visu-
ally rich cultural identities, events, 
festivals, customs, arts, crafts, prac-
tices,  etc. 

To further the aim and objectives 
behind the course, the baseline phi-
losophy and approach to conduct 
the course has been to impart the 
essential theories and models from 
the fields of sociology, culture (focus: 
visual culture), material culture, visu-
alization and cognition, history, social 
space, participatory design, etc.4

Phenomenology is an approach to 
qualitative inquiry that is grounded 
in certain traditions of philosophy 
and the humanities, and that aims 
to reflect on prereflective human ex-
perience (Manen and Adams, 2010). 
In this course, the students have ap-
plied the phenomenological methods 
of qulitative data collections in their 
fieldworks on selective visual cul-
tures - that helped them accumulate 
them self-experiences of the history, 
material culture, social spaces, visual-
izations and cognitions.

FIELD WORK was done by individual 
students and quick orientations and 
warm-up exercises were given to stu-
dents. A brief collection of the ways 
of doinf fieldwork that were impart-
ed to students covers following (in a 
nutshell):

•  How people navigate? How and 
    What to observe as they navigate?
•   How to design a visual language 
    for a given public space? What 
    codes govern a specific visual 
    language?
•  How people navigate?
•  What discourses are happening in 
    public spaces?
•  How a public interest gets 
   constructed? 
•  Why is it important to consider 
   public interest in Graphic Design?
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Teaching Methodology
RESEARCH-ORIENTED DESIGN LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

ANALYZING LATOUR’S RESEARCH & FORMULATING COURSE METHODOLOGY 
VISUALIZATION & COGNITION: Drawing Things Together

METHOD FOR DESIGN

What and How to 
Observe?

How to See?

5

OBSERVATION is a powerful method 
to understand human behaviour and 
patterns of living. In context of space, 
students need to apply observation 
in following ways:

•  LEARN TO LISTEN: 
Developing the  skill of ‘learning to 
listen’ would help you to go, explore, 
interpret and infer the space of study 
within the larger space.

•  TEMPORAL DISCOURSE: 
Space Discourse is always temporal. 
It changes with Time. This discourse 
that you record will assume different 
identities; and hence interpretations 
with time.

LEARNING TO SEE is the most es-
sentil quality that we as designers 
need to learn. It is because of thos 
quality that we will eventually ‘learn 
to design’. This is a blessing and a 
curse—once we have learned to see 
design, both good and bad, we can-
not un-see. The downside is that the 
more you learn to see, the more you 
lose your “common” eye, the eye you 
design for.

•  DEVELOPING THE EYE  
Good Designers try to keep their abil-
ity to see things as a customer would. 
You need a design eye to design, and 
a non-designer eye to feel what you 
designed.

 See with one eye, feel with the other. 

—Paul Klee

•  DEVELOPING THE SKILLS

In the development of design skills, 
theory can get in the way of practice, 
but only until the theory becomes 
practice. With practice your intuition 
evolves, and the better you under-
stand what you do, the deeper your 
intuition. Only once you do not con-
sciously think about the theory any-
more are you achieving mastery.

How to Read?

Graphic Design gives to the viewer a 
range of images that may have direct 
or indirect meaning related to the 
theme/subject matter. This is largely 
known to be ‘Imagemaking’ in Graph-
ic Design; wherein, a graphic designer 
through images communicates direct 
or indirect messages.

> DENOTATIONS: direct 
> CONNOTATIONS: indirect
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Teaching Methodology
RESEARCH-ORIENTED DESIGN LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

ANALYZING LATOUR’S RESEARCH & FORMULATING COURSE METHODOLOGY 
VISUALIZATION & COGNITION: Drawing Things Together

How to Plan a Theme ?

Brainstorm the ideas you wish to 
select as themes of Visual Culture for 
your final document.

•  IMAGE LIBRARY
Select differnt kinds of Visual images. 
Some may be connotative (indirect) 
and others may be denotative (direct) 
representations of the main theme 
of your visual culture. Collect these 
by photo-documenting your space 
entirely. Eliminate any repetitive or 
incomplete pictures to do away with 
any confusing messages they convey.

•  Construct a PUBLIC INTEREST
Construct a Public Interest by includ-
ing those texts from your notes, data 
collections, etc. that help define the 
identity, essence, cultural ethos and 
meaning of a particular visual theme 
for the public who will be the direct 
receivers of this content.

In this context, customary practices 
within a space must be archived to 
the last detail (all micro and macro 
process steps). While doing this as 
part of the field works by each stu-
dent, it should be kept in mind that 
Conventions/Rules define a certain 
cultural group’s interaction and im-
pact the related customary practice 
accordingly.

For instance, the festival Holi and the 
related customary/visual culture in 
India has been linked with folk culture 
and folklore that binds communities 
together. 

Another example is of Chhau dance 
from Bihar. This dance form is a tra-
dition from the Eastern part of India, 
specially Bihar, which enacts epi-
sodes from the Epics, including Ma-
habharata and Ramayana, local folk-
lore and abstract themes. Its three 
distinct styles hail from the regions of 
Seraikella, Purulia and Mayurbhanj, 
in Eastern India. Chhau dance is inti-
mately connected to regional 

festivals, notably the spring festival 
Chaitra Parva. Its origin is traceable 
to indigenous forms of dance and 
martial practices. Its vocabulary of 
movement includes mock combat 
techniques, stylized gaits of birds and 
animals and movements modelled 
on the chores of village housewives. 
It represents a transitional stage in 
the development of unsophisticated 
forms of folk dance to highly stylised 
forms. The Chhau is one of the ear-
liest indigenous form of dances in 
India. These practices demonstrate 
that in India, living continuity with the 
past, is an important criterion for its 
heritage. 



sense of alignment; or it may mean a 
boundary or lines in your space are 
facilitators of segmentation/divisions/ 
distributions, etc.
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Teaching Methodology
RESEARCH-ORIENTED DESIGN LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

ANALYZING LATOUR’S RESEARCH & FORMULATING COURSE METHODOLOGY 
VISUALIZATION & COGNITION: Drawing Things Together

How to Create a Visual 
Language for a Space / 
Living Culture?

In the last3 days of the first week of 
the course,  rigorous discussions over 
each visual culture theme selected by 
these students. They were expected 
to share 2 page write-up that would 
cover as much data and information 
from following perspectives as pos-
sible. These articles that they finally 
submitted on the week’s end became 
individual blue-prints for their target-
ed visual culture documents. These 
write-ups covered following in a nut-
shell.

•  MESSAGE SELECTION
Content mainly, but a rough idea of 
a possible visual language through 
simple thumbnail sketches in your 
notebooks.

•  MESSAGE COMMUNICATION 
Following steps were covered in the 
plan as part of the final articles:

THEME DISCUSSIONS with 
STUDENTS

The first two days of the second 
week of the course was time put 
in extensively to discuss with each 
student his/her visual culture theme 
selections. Larger visual culture do-
mains got defined from the thematic 
information collections the students 
shared in these sessions. 

Briefly, they collected thematic infor-
mation under following categories of 
considering ‘Space’ as a ‘Social means 
of Culture and Communication’. The 
criterion are as follows:

•  SPACE & ASSOCIATIONS WITH 
   CLASS

•  SPACE & ASSOCIATIONS WITH 
   MATERIALS

A Detailed Pictorial Representation

The Theme must also be detailed 
out textually to cover all the micro 
and macro observations of individual 
spaces selected.

For each header in the content, pick 
up 3-5 keywords that will associate 
the purpose of your chunk to be writ-
ten under that header. The text of this 
chunk must imbibe following:

>  Cognitive underpinnings of all the 
observations made.

>  Continuity in-text of all the obser-
vations and the sections of the space 
covered. The sequence in text should 
ideally be linear and ordered.

>  Composition of all Visual elements

> Identity understanding and articula-
tion of visual elements must be done 
with depth and sensitivity. Depending 
on your selected space, say ‘a line’ as 
a visual element communicates a
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Teaching Methodology
RESEARCH-ORIENTED DESIGN LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

ANALYZING LATOUR’S RESEARCH & FORMULATING COURSE METHODOLOGY 
VISUALIZATION & COGNITION: Drawing Things Together

•  SPACE & ASSOCIATIONS WITH 
   HISTORY

•  SPACE & ASSOCIATIONS WITH 
   MULTICULTURAL ARTEFACTS

•  SPACE & ASSOCIATIONS WITH 
  ARTEFACTS

•  SPACE & ASSOCIATIONS WITH 
   A CITY

•  SPACE & ASSOCIATIONS WITH 
   AN EVENT / FESTIVAL / SPACE

•  SPACE & ASSOCIATIONS WITH 
   A PRACTICE

•  SPACE & ASSOCIATIONS WITH 
   SEEING & READING 
   (observations and articulations/ 
    even conjectures)

•  SPACE & ASSOCIATIONS WITH 
   SELF IMAGE
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Visual Culture Documents
FINAL DOCUMENT DESIGNS BY STUDENTS

Shreya Chatterjee

Graphic Design | B.Des 2015 | Semester 6

PAINTED PRAYERS
Documentation on Odisha’s 
Pattachitra

Derived from the Sanskrit word 
‘patta’ which means cloth or 
canvas and ’chitra’ which means 
a piece of an artwork or sim-
ply put, a painting, Pattachitra 
may literally translate to cloth 
painting. Some of the famous 
themes of Pattachiras are Rasa 
Lila, Vastra Haran, Kaliya Dalan, 
Ten Incarnations of Lord Vish-
nu, Nava Grahas (Nine Planets), 
Kanchi Avijana of Lord Jagan-
nath, Panchamukhi Lord Ha-
numan and Panchamukhi Lord 
Ganesha. 

https://shreyachatterjee.in/new-pattachitra
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Visual Culture Documents
FINAL DOCUMENT DESIGNS BY STUDENTS

Alishka Shah

Graphic Design | B.Des 2015 | Semester 6

STENCIL CITY 

Documentation on Mel-
bourne’s Graffiti

Stencil City is a comprehensive 
document which sheds light on 
graffiti and street art as an inte-
gral part of Melbourne’s vibrant 
street culture. As a result of 
fieldwork carried out with the 
purpose of decoding and en-
caspulating the city’s dynamic 
visual language, it equips the 
reader with graphical cues that 
give out information on the 
social, economic and physical 
terrain of the city. It follows 
a three segment structure of 
‘the fact, the feel and the form’ 
which paints a holistic picture 
of the graffiti scene with its 
technicalities and a tavelogue 
section on personal interac-
tions, observations and reflec-
tions. 

http://www.alishkashah.com/stencil-city.html
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OPEN SPREADS
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OPEN SPREADS
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OPEN SPREADS
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CONNECTING / FILLER SPREADS
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CONNECTING / FILLER SPREADS
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CONNECTING / FILLER SPREADS
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CONNECTING / FILLER SPREADS



Visual Culture Documents
FINAL DOCUMENT DESIGNS BY STUDENTS

Ankita Muddalkar

Graphic Design | B.Des 2015 | Semester 6

Khel Khoj
Documentation on Revital-
izing traditional Indian Toys

This is a publication that talks 
about India’s rich cultural her-
titage of craft and culture based 
on books like Joy of Making 
Indian Toys by Prof. Sudarshan 
Khanna, Toys and Tales and few 
others.

Toys are not just a part of In-
dia’s Visual culture, but add 
a dimension of experience to 
it. Hence, the structure of the 
publication is inspired by a pop-
ular Indian toy commonly called 
as magic toy, but known to the 
world as the Jacob’s Ladder.
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https://www.behance.net/gallery/72718613/Khel-Khoj-Documentation-of-Indian-toys
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Visual Culture Documents
FINAL DOCUMENT DESIGNS BY STUDENTS

Gajesh Mitkari

Graphic Design | B.Des 2015 | Semester 6

THE STORY OF 
SAWANTWADI 
WOODEN TOYS

This specific book contains the 
detailed process involved in the 
making of these special Sawant-
wadi wooden toys through illus-
trations and pictures - clicked 
by the student himself as part 
of his fieldwork in Mumbai. The 
book is inclusive, that means 
that it gives childern (the read-
ers of this book); an opportuni-
ty to make their own toys in the 
end using cut-outs and pop-up 
easy dismantling of shapes. 
Therefore, it becomes a Partic-
ipatory Design means to reach 
out to children and their par-
ents - to involve their children 
in a constructive toy-making 
activity.

https://www.behance.net/gallery/75455887/Sawantwadi-wood-
en-toys-Publication-design-%28WIP%29
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Visual Culture Documents
FINAL DOCUMENT DESIGNS BY STUDENTS

Videet Desai

Graphic Design | B.Des 2016 | Semester 6

From the Soils of Bidar
Documentation of the 
unique Metalcraft of India

Bidri craft is practised in Bi-
dar-Karnataka, in Andhra 
Pradesh and in Maharashtra 
– bordering Karnataka. The 
metal used is a blackened alloy 
of zinc and copper inlaid with 
thin sheets of pure silver. The 
forms are cast in moulds.The 
strong solution of copper sul-
phate that is used to coat the 
form gives it the black coating. 
Amonium chloride paste is also 
rubbed in to get a deep black. 
Silver wire or strips are pressed 
into the engraved designs and 
then buffed for the lustre.Bidri 
craft units usually have several 
people working on the different 
stages of the production.

Source: https://www.craftscouncilofindia.org/

craft-process/bidri-work/
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Visual Culture Documents
FINAL DOCUMENT DESIGNS BY STUDENTS

Tanvi Parulkar

Graphic Design | B.Des 2016 | Semester 6

The Paithani
Documentation of the Ma-
harashtrian Paithani Saree 
making, process and style

A coffee-table book about 
the process behind the iconic 
Paithani sarees of Maharashtra. 
The visuals are a blend of pho-
tographs (sourced online) and 
vector illustrations (construct-
ed) to bring out the best of the 
content.

https://www.tanviparulkar.com/paithani
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Publication’s Cover (Full Open Spread)
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OPEN SPREADS OF CHAPTER BREAKS
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OPEN SPREADS OF INNER MAIN PAGES
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GATEFOLD SPREADS TO REVEAL SAREE 
FOLDING-UNFOLDING PROCESS



GATEFOLD SPREADS TO REVEAL SAREE 
FOLDING-UNFOLDING PROCESS
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GATEFOLD SPREADS TO REVEAL SAREE 
FOLDING-UNFOLDING PROCESS
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FEW MORE SINGLE INNER PAGES 
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FEW MORE SINGLE INNER PAGES 
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CONCLUDING NOTES 
DEPTH FIELD RESEARCH & DOCUMENT DESIGN

•   Field work including surveys and detailed 
     interviews with the main stakeholders: the 
     Visual artists and their stories of developing 
     their arts, craftsmanship and entrepreneul 
     scope - all the know-hows students expereince 
     at a grassroot level.

•   Ethnography, Participatory research modes of 
     inquiry, co-creation research techniques are 
     imparted to them as part of course. This helps 
     them gain a setting ground for developing a 
     mind and mode of operating as a design 
     researcher.

•   Students assume the role of a visual 
     archeologist by filtering and harnessings 
     content (text and graphics) to documen t varied 
     kinds of visual cultures.

•   Students need to understand the visual design 
    aspects, print production aspects (selection 
    of paper makes / quality and print production 
    process for final outcomes). They are able to 
    speculate a workable budget for production of 
    their document to learn making a mini business 
    model around their book design.
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FUTURE SCOPE

VISUAL CULTURES & 
DOCUMENT DESIGN

•    Cross-visual cultural depth studies 

•    Exploring off-field digital archival methods 
     to gather research for interesting content 
     development(s); in consideration of the new 
     normal future scenarios for some time

•    Visualizing and Experiments with book 
     formats: adding more responsiveness to 
     their designs with respect to digital modes 
    of visual representations.

•    Visual Culture can also be seen in a focused 
     way from the skills and craft of the 
     makers. Can their documentations as an 
     essential source for students of visual arts, 
     design and communication design be 
     treated as ‘Anthologies’? What sort of visual 
     language design approaches would be 
     needed? - all these are potential areas of 
     scope for futuristic visual culture 
     documentations.
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A Day in Life of a Chitrakaar | Image Courtesy: PAINTED PRAYERS 
document by Shreya Chaterjee (2018) | a documentation on Odisha’s ‘Pattachitra’




